The genetic epidemiology of psychiatric disorders is undergoing a sea change. The flood of genome-wide association studies (GWAS) enabled by the advent of lowcost, high throughput genotyping and the emergence of global consortia to harness the combined power of genome wide data on tens of thousands of individuals is now producing a large volume of discoveries. With these discoveries, hypothesis-free methods of uncovering the genetic roots of psychiatric disorder are overtaking traditional hypothesis-driven approaches. What this transition means for research on gene-environment interactions (GxE) is hotly debated [1-5]. Uher's review [6] addresses some of the contours of this debate. Here we seek to contextualize and expand on his points. Our goal is to make some sense of the ongoing conflict in psychiatric genetics between hypothesis-driven genetic research focused on candidate systems and hypothesis-free genetic research focused on data mining of the genome. We think part of the reason that arguments over how to conduct GxE research have grown so acrimonious is a lack of clarity over how genetic measurements are being used in GxE studies. In the paragraphs that follow, we frame the debate over how to conduct GxE research in terms of the substantive questions being asked and discuss implications of this framing for the conduct of GxE research within psychiatric epidemiology.
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The framework: two types of GxE questions
We propose that GxE research in psychiatric epidemiology addresses two different types of questions: ''Type-1 Questions'' about the biology through which an environmental exposure contributes to the pathogenesis of psychiatric illness; and ''Type-2 Questions'' about environmental conditions under which genetic liability to psychiatric illness is realized. Type-1 questions are fundamentally about what biological mechanisms mediate environmental risk. In research designs addressing Type-1 questions, genetic measurements function as proxies; polymorphisms in genes of known function are used to index individual differences in a biological pathway [7, 8] . GxE analysis tests the involvement of the biological pathway in the process through which the environment causes disease (Fig. 1a) [9] . Type-2 questions are fundamentally about whether and how genetic risks are environmentally dependent. Polymorphisms already established as risk factors for psychiatric illness are examined under varying environmental circumstances. GxE analysis tests the involvement of an environmental factor in determining the pathogenicity of the genetic risk (Fig. 1b) . We view both types of questions as important in psychiatric epidemiology (see appendix box 1 for example cases).
In our view, studies asking Type-1 GxE questions are important because the biology through which environmental exposures contribute to the pathogenesis of psychiatric illness can be hard to observe directly. Rapid advances in neuroscience and imaging technologies notwithstanding, it is difficult to watch brains work in real time. The problem is magnified when questions relate to developmentally sensitive or life-course cumulative environmental exposures, or environmental exposures that are impossible or unethical to simulate experimentally. Animal models offer one path to address this challenge. Human observational studies asking Type-1 GxE questions can complement research in model organisms by testing whether pathways implicated in animal studies play a parallel role in the etiology of psychiatric illness in humans. Together with human brain imaging studies and experiments with animals, human studies asking A B Fig. 1 Conceptual models of Type 1 and Type 2 GxE questions. a Type 1 GxE questions in our framework, a Type 1 GxE question in psychiatric epidemiology are questions about the biology through which an environmental exposure contributes to the pathogenesis of a psychiatric illness. The figure shows the conceptual model of a Type 1 GxE question. The GxE analysis is designed to test whether a specific biological mechanism mediates an environmental effect on illness. Because the hypothesized biological mechanism cannot be observed, a genetic polymorphism (or set of polymorphisms in the case of a polygenic score) is used as a quasi-experimental manipulation of the disease-relevant biology. (Genetic variation is known to influence the disease-relevant biology and it cannot be caused by the environmental exposure or the outcome). If the pathogenic effect of the environment varies according to genotype, this provides evidence that the biological pathway affected by the gene connects the environmental risk with the psychiatric illness. b Type 2 GxE questions in our framework, Type 2 GxE questions in psychiatric epidemiology are questions about the environmental conditions under which a genetic liability to a psychiatric illness is realized. The genetic liability may be a single variant or a polygenic score composed of many variants. The figure shows the conceptual model of a Type 2 GxE question. The GxE analysis is designed to test whether an identified genetic liability is amplified/mitigated by an environmental exposure. The mechanism through which the genetic liability interacts with the environmental exposure to cause illness is unknown Type-1 GxE questions can advance a mechanistic understanding of environmental causation of psychiatric illness.
Studies asking Type-2 GxE questions are important because the identification of environmental conditions that modify genetic risks can guide the development of interventions to prevent and treat psychiatric illness. Twin and family studies indicate that a substantial portion of the population burden of psychiatric morbidity has genetic roots. To date, gene-hunting studies have made only slow progress toward identifying the molecular basis of this genetic influence. There is ongoing debate about where this missing heritability may be hiding [10] [11] [12] [13] . As Uher notes, modification of genetic influences on psychiatric illness by environmental conditions is one likely candidate. As a complement to hypothesis-free genome-wide discovery research, studies asking Type-2 GxE questions advance understanding of genetic causation of psychiatric illness.
Implications
The type of GxE question being asked should inform the strategy used to select genetic measurements for study. A major area of contention in the design of GxE studies is whether there should be prior evidence for a ''main-effect'' of genotype on the psychiatric illness being studied. For studies asking Type-1 GxE questions, this seems unnecessary. Studies asking Type-1 GxE questions use the measured 'G' as a proxy for variation in a biological pathway through which an environmental risk is hypothesized to cause a psychiatric illness. The prior evidence that seems most important in this case is evidence that the genotype being measured is associated with variation in the biological pathway implicated in the hypothesis. In contrast, for studies asking Type-2 GxE questions, prior evidence for a maineffect of genotype on the psychiatric illness under study seems sensible. Studies asking Type-2 GxE questions use the measured 'G' as an index of inherited risk for the psychiatric illness. Therefore, evidence for a genetic main effect is precisely what is needed to motivate the study design. An important exception is the case in which the whole genome is to be scanned, as in genome-wide gene-environment interaction studies (GWIS) [14, 15] . As Uher notes in his review, it is entirely possible that some genetic variants that influence psychiatric illness in an environmentally dependent manner will show no association with psychiatric illness in the general population [2, 16] . GWIS provides a statistically rigorous means to investigate such variants.
Requiring evidence for genetic main effects-on variation in a biological substrate in the case of Type-1 GxE questions; on risk for psychiatric illness in the case of Type-2 GxE questions-can help to focus epidemiologic inquiry. But limiting the number of variants to be examined in GxE research is not sufficient to address the power problem that is the primary obstacle to progress in GxE research [17] . One means to address the power problem is to increase sample size. Uher suggests several useful strategies to accomplish this, including the leveraging of old tools, like registry data, and new tools, like Google Street View, to generate environmental measurements for individuals who have already been genotyped in largescale consortium projects. As a complement to strategies that address the power problem by increasing sample size, we suggest the approach of increasing the size of the genetic effect being analyzed.
Psychiatric disorders are complex phenotypes. They are influenced by many different genetic factors. Rather than being present or absent, genetic risk is distributed along a continuum [18] . Many different variants each contribute small increments in risk [19] . The collective influence of these variants can be summarized in a single, quantitative index, a ''genetic risk score'' [20, 21] . Genetic risk scores have conceptual and empirical advantages over single variant approaches to measuring genetic risk. Conceptually, genetic risk scores are aligned with the understanding of psychiatric disorders as highly polygenic [22] . Empirically, genetic risk scores have the statistically desirable property of being continuously and normally distributed and, because they measure the combined influence of many variants, they capture a larger genetic effect as compared to single variant measures [23] .
Genetic risk scores can be used in studies asking both Type-1 and Type-2 GxE questions. For Type-1 GxE questions, genetic risk scores can be derived from hypothesisbased genetic analyzes to capture variation in a biological substrate. Neuroscientists are beginning to use such genetic risk scores in main effect studies [8, 24] , but we are not aware of any published studies that use genetic risk scores to ask Type-1 GxE questions. This is a promising frontier. Individual polymorphisms typically predict only a small amount of variation in measured biology. Polygenic scores for blood biomarkers and neural phenotypes may increase the statistical power of some Type-1 GxE analyzes. For Type-2 GxE questions, genetic risk scores should be derived from hypothesis-free discovery studies. This approach is in wide use in main-effect genetic research in psychiatry [20, [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] . And there are also examples of this type of genetic risk score being used to ask Type-2 GxE questions-about how physical activity and diet modify genetic risk for obesity [30, 31] and about how stress exposures modify genetic risk for smoking [32, 33] and depression [34] . Much more work is needed in this area, especially to address questions about the timing of environmental exposures, a point Uher highlighted in his review. For obesity and smoking, our work suggests that genetic risks discovered in GWAS manifest early in life, and that these early manifestations mediate genetic influence on adult outcomes [35, 36] . This raises the question of whether environments that intersect these apparent ''sensitive'' periods have the potential to modify genetic risk in lasting ways [33] .
Conclusions
Gene-environment interactions have been a highly contentious topic in psychiatric epidemiology in the past several years. Hopefully, this acrimonious phase in our history is coming to a close. We think the future looks promising. We are cautiously optimistic about the prospects of GWIS. But we think the lowest hanging fruit lies elsewhere. Resources like the ENCODE databases [37, 38] and tools like Cytoscape [39] offer new approaches to identify genetic variants that can be used to ask Type-1 GxE questions. In parallel, the ever-growing library of GWAS discoveries for psychiatric disorders and the extraordinary efforts of the Psychiatric Genomics Consortium to make their GWAS results publicly available is making possible new opportunities to ask Type-2 GxE questions, especially those that utilize polygenic measures of genetic risk. In concluding his review, Uher articulated a vision of big-science geneenvironment interaction research that delivers real benefit to society through personalized therapies. We whole-heartedly support that vision. We hope that in the months and years to come, psychiatric epidemiology can leave behind the old debates about gene-environment interaction research and move forward to ask new questions.
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Appendix: Box 1. Examples of Type 1 and Type 2 GxE questions: the case of depression Type 1 GxE question example. Environmental stress exposure is a risk factor for depression, but the mechanism through which stress causes depression is unknown. Altered serotonergic signaling in brain is hypothesized as a mechanism through which stress causes depression, but this hypothesis is difficult to test experimentally in humans. The gene encoding the serotonin transporter (5HTT) contributes to the regulation of stress response in rodents [40] .
A length polymorphism in that gene (5HTT-LPR) modifies its function [41, 42] and is associated with stress-dependent concentrations of serotonin in the cerebrospinal fluid of rhesus macaques [43] and with threat-related reactivity of the amygdala in humans [44] . On the basis of this evidence, one foundational GxE study used 5HTT-LPR as an instrument to measure individual differences in a difficult to observe biological substrate, serotonergic signaling in brain in response to stress [45] . The GxE analysis examined the interaction of stressful live events with 5HTT-LPR in predicting depression. Framed as a Type 1 GxE question, that analysis tested the hypothesis that environmental stress contributes to the pathogenesis of depression via effects on serotonergic signaling in brain.
Type 2 GxE question example. Depression is known to be heritable. But not all individuals genetically predisposed to depression manifest illness. Environmental exposures are hypothesized to modify the effect of a genetic liability on depression. Although GWAS of depression have not detected replicable associations at the level of individual SNPs, results from GWAS and from genome-wide complex trait analysis indicate substantial and highly polygenic genetic influence on depression [27, 46, 47] . On the basis of this evidence, a recent GxE analysis examined whether genetic liability to depression (as measured by a GWASderived polygenic score) was modified by exposure to stressful life events [34] . Framed as a Type 2 GxE question, that analysis tested the hypothesis that genetically vulnerable individuals may be especially likely to develop depression when exposed to stress.
